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ABSTRACT

is that, unlike the leading social network Facebook, users’
messages in Twitter are public by default.
Rumors are the basis for viral marketing [13] and, therefore, rumors diffusion is a topic widely studied. In this scope,
the epidemiological modeling is the hegemonic research line
to model the rumor spreading. The standard model in this
line is the SIR model [9]. In SIR, the population is divided
into several classes such as susceptible (S), infected (I), and
recovered (R) individuals. Furthermore, these analytical
models are usually formulated using differential equations
since the transition rates from one class to another are mathematically expressed as derivatives. A different approach is
the use of Agent Based Social Simulation (ABSS).
ABSS combines computer simulation and social science by
using a simple version of the agent metaphor to specify single
components and interactions among them [17]1 . ABSS has
become one of the most popular technologies to model and
study complex adaptive systems such as emergency management [18], intelligent environments [7], and e-commerce [19].
In the rumor case, ABSS allows researchers to understand
how a piece of information spreads on a network and evaluate strategies to control its diffusions; maximizing it in the
case of advertisement or minimizing in the case of malicious
rumors.
ABSS approaches for rumor spreading, unlike analytical
models, allow the exploration of individual-level theories of
behavior which can be used to examine larger scale phenomenons [15]. For example, if a single Twitter user gives
extensive information for an event while the remaining users
post just one tweet (as in Mendoza et al.’s [12] work); ABSS
allows this special user to be modeled. The Big Data technologies make the transition from analytical models, which
often require overly simplistic assumptions and are difficult
to be compared to real-world data [15], to ABSS models a
must.
This paper contributes with a (1) novel ABSS model for
rumors spread in Twitter. This model relies on the hypothesis that (2) when a user is recovered (the R of the popular
SIR model), this user will not influence his or her neighbors
in the social network to recover. To support this hypothesis:
(3) two Twitter rumor datasets are studied; (4) a baseline
ABSS model which does not include the hypothesis is revised, reproduced, and implemented; (5) and a number of
experiments are conducted comparing the real data with the
two models results.

Viral marketing, marketing techniques that use pre-existing
social networks, has experienced a significant encouragement
in the last years. In this scope, Twitter is the most studied
social network in viral marketing and the rumor spread is
a widely researched problem. This paper contributes with
a (1) novel agent-based social simulation model for rumors
spread in Twitter. This model relies on the hypothesis that
(2) when a user is recovered, this user will not influence his
or her neighbors in the social network to recover. To support
this hypothesis: (3) two Twitter rumor datasets are studied;
(4) a baseline model which does not include the hypothesis
is revised, reproduced, and implemented; (5) and a number
of experiments are conducted comparing the real data with
the two models results.
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INTRODUCTION

Viral marketing, marketing techniques that use pre-existing
social networking services, has experienced a significant encouragement over the past few years because a number of
reasons. Among others: the low cost of these campaigns;
traditional marketing techniques do no longer cause the desired effect; and, people influence each other’s decisions considerably [10]. Twitter is the most studied social network in
viral marketing. Twitter allows researchers to study global
phenomena from a quantitative point of view for the first
time in humanity’s history [4]. The main reason for this
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With some differences, ABSS can also be referred as
agent-based models (ABM), multi-agent based simulations
(MABS), or social simulation (SocSim).
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The paper outline is the following. After revising the related works in ABSS models for rumor spreading in section
2, a baseline model is proposed in section 3. Then, the Twitter data explored is presented in section 4. This section also
discusses the concept of recovery and how to model it. Section 5 presents a novel ABSS model for rumor spreading
and section 6 experiments with this model and the baseline
comparing them with the Twitter data. Finally, section 7
concludes and gives the future works.

2.

neighbors, trying to cure or vaccinate them with a probability (probAcceptDeny) each time step t; and, (4) cured and
vaccinated users also try to cure or vaccinate their neighbors
with a probability (probAcceptDeny) each time step t .
Concerning the environment, a synthetic network is employed. Barabási Albert (BA) scale-free networks are the
most popular option when modeling social networks [11].
Although the scale-free nature of a large number of networks is still debated by the scientific community, social
networks such as Twitter are widely claimed to be scalefree. In a nutshell, the creation of these networks is undertaken under the assumption that the probability a user
u1 connects to another u2 depends on the number of connections that u2 already has. To give more information to
reproduce this environment, this paper experiments with 1K
nodes and a maximum of 10 links initially added per new
node. More specifically, the Barabási-Albert preferential attachment graph generator of the graph stream project has
been employed2 .
A time step of an hour is assumed, and the output is the
number of users endorsing the rumor (with infected as state)
and the number of users denying it (with vaccinated or cured
as states). With the details given, the input parameters in
the baseline approach are the following: random seed, number of users, maximum links per node (for the BA network
construction), initially infected users, probability of infecting, probability of accepting a denial, and time lag.

RELATED WORKS

Although there are a large number of works dealing with
rumor spreading by analytical methods, the literature using
agent-based modeling is much more reduced. In a recent
work, Weng et al. address meme propagations in Twitter.
However, getting an accurate spread model is not the paper goal. Tripathy et al. [21] present a study and an evaluation of rumor-like methods for combating the spread of
rumors on social networks. They use variants of the independent cascade model [22] for rumor spreading. Liu and
Chen [11] build an agent-based rumor spread model using
SIR as baseline and implemented in NetLogo [20], a popular
ABSS framework. This model is not founded on real data
although the authors find out interesting conclusions with
regard to the Twitter case using the simulation model. Seo
et al. [16] present an over simplistic ABSS. More than the
simulation, the contribution rests on the use of this model
to evaluate a method to identify rumors and their sources.
Yang et al. [23] employ ABSS to analyze the 2013 Associated Press hoax incident. The authors give three profiles for
Twitter users (broadcaster, acquaintances, and odd users);
probability density functions for each profile; and a study of
the effects of removing relevant nodes of the network in the
information spread. The Twitter data this model is based
on is not given. Gatti et al. [8] address the general information diffusion modeling instead of the rumor spreading.
As in other works revised [23], simulation is employed to
find users with more impact on the information flow. None
of these models consider the hypothesis this paper presents:
when a user is “infected” (the I in the SIR model) and then
recovered (R); these users may not affect their neighbors’
recovery.
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4.

TWITTER DATASET AND THE RECOVERY CONCEPT

The baseline model, reproduced and implemented in this
paper, and the proposed spread model have been validated
using two rumor datasets introduced by Qazvinian et al.
[14]. The first dataset called “obama” includes tweets which
spread misinformation that president Obama is Muslim. The
second dataset called “palin” deals with Sarah Palin divorce
rumors. Although the cited work includes other rumors,
these were the topics with more tweets retrieved: 4975 for
the obama dataset and 4423 for the palin dataset. Hence,
they were the most useful for simulation purposes.
Qazvinian et al. [14] not only retrieved tweets based on
regular expressions, Obama & (muslim|islam) for the obama
dataset and palin & divorce for the palin dataset, but also
annotated manually these tweets. The possible labels for the
dataset are: endorsers (it spreads the rumor), denies the
user refutes the rumor), questions (the user questions the
rumor credibility), neutral (the tweet is about the rumor
without endorsing or denying it), unrelated (the tweet is not
about the rumor), and undetermined (when the annotator is
undetermined). The mere existence of the “undetermined”
label, used when a human annotator cannot decide, illustrates the challenging problem of automatically detecting if
a tweet is a rumor or not which, although is out of the scope
of this paper, is a hot research topic.
The explained datasets were provided in different formats.
In this paper, their tweets have been: (1) retrieved again
from the id when available by using the Twitter REST API
[2] (obama case); (2) extended by retrieving retweets of the
original tweets (obama case); (3) anonymized for their distribution obeying the Twitter terms of use [3] (palin case);

BASELINE APPROACH

This section revises Tripathy et al.’s approach [21] for
modeling the rumor spreading in Twitter. This model is
based on the cascade model [22] and is one of the earliest ABSS rumor spread models proposed for the Twitter
case. Besides, as in this paper, the authors criticize epidemic spread models such as SIS and SIR because, among
others, anti-rumors can be spread from person to person unlike vaccines for viruses which can only be administered to
individuals.
In the revised model, Agents are Twitter users with a state
property which can be: neutral (initial state); infected (believe the rumor); vaccinated (believe the anti-rumor before
being infected); or, cured (believe the anti-rumor after being
infected). The basic agents’ behavior involves: (1) initializing a number of infected users; (2) each infected user at time
t tries to infect each of its uninfected neighbors with a given
probability (propInfect); (3) after a given delay (timeLag), a
random infected node starts an anti-rumor spreading to its
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and, made available at this paper additional material website under a creative commons license [1].
After studying Twitter data of these and other datasets,
the authors found out that the “recovery” concept which
most popular rumor spread model relies on is complex of
being validated. The main reason is that when retrieving
tweets about rumors (or anti-rumors) in a specific topic, all
the information for most of the users usually comes from
just one tweet which says if the user is endorsing or denying
the rumor. Therefore, even if the user has been “cured” of
the rumor, there is not empirical evidence of it.

5.

A NOVEL SPREAD MODEL

The new model introduced in this paper modifies the baseline to include the idea of users who may know that a rumor
is false but who do not spread anti-rumors, i.e. tweets denying the rumors. As explained, the main reason for introducing this idea is that rumor information for a specific user is
typically limited to just one tweet. Furthermore, psychologically, the infected users who make a mistake may not be as
enthusiastic as the baseline model assumes about spreading
their faults with anti-rumors.
As a result, only vaccinated users (the ones who have not
been previously infected) are allowed to spread anti-rumors.
Another idea included in the new model is that, independently of any time lag, a neutral node which has an infected
neighbor can become a vaccinated user. This models the
idea of a user who knew from any external information that
the rumor was false. With this in mind, a probability of
making a denier is included, i.e. turning a neutral user into
a vaccinated user when spreading a rumor.
Thus, the agents’ behavior in the new model is: (1) initializing a number of infected users; (2) each infected user at
time t tries to infect each of its uninfected neighbors with a
given probability (propInfect); (3) instead of infecting them,
these neighbors may become vaccinated if they were neutral
with a probability (propMakeDenier ); (4) vaccinated users
(but not cured users) attempt to cure or vaccinate their
neighbors with a probability (probAcceptDeny) each time
step t.
With the details given, the input parameters in the new
model are the same as in baseline except the time lag which
is replaced with propMakeDenier : random seed, number of
users, maximum links per node (for the BA network construction), initially infected users, probability of infecting,
probability of accepting a denial, and probability of making
a denier.

6.

Figure 1: Experimental results.

type (endorser or denier) in the simulation and the dataset
(obama or palin) for the days considered (nDays).
The number of endorsers and deniers users is calculated
differently for datasets, the baseline model, and the proposed
model. In the datasets, a user is counted as endorser or
denier if his or her last tweet was labelled as endorsers or
denies, respectively. In the baseline approach, infected users
count as endorsers and, vaccinated and cured as deniers.
In the proposed model, cured agents are counted as users
endorsing the rumor along with the infected agents; and only
vaccinated agents are counted as users denying the rumor.
The implementation uses, among others, the MASON Multiagent Simulation Toolkit3 and the GraphStream project.
The employed parameters combinations give over 173K experiments for the baseline and over 170K experiments for
the proposed model.
Figure 1 shows the main results. The figure shows the distances for the obama and palin datasets: (1) in the best case
achieved by the models; (2) and, in the best mean of distances considering all random seeds for a parameter values
set4 . These results show that the proposed model achieves
reductions of distance between 45.80%, obama best case,
and 83.07%, palin best case. Extended experiments results
are available online in the additional material web [1].

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

7.

This section further supports the hypothesis that is more
realistic to consider that users who have spread a rumor will
not spread anti-rumors in Twitter. For that purpose, the
baseline approach and the novel spread model have been
implemented to compare their results with the two Twitter datasets explained in section 4. More specifically, the
number of users endorsing and denying a rumor in the simulation is compared to the number of these users in the real
data. Thus, the following distance metric is used to validate
the realism of the simulations: d(endorsers, sim, dataset) +
d(deniers, sim, dataset), where d calculates the Euclidean
distance between the number of users (nu) of a specific

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

The epidemiological modeling is the hegemonic approach
to model rumor spreading. This paper challenges that approach by assuming that users who realize that have spread
a false rumor typically: (1) will not spread anti-rumors, or
(2) there will not be empirical evidence of the retraction.
Therefore, the recovered users will not affect the recovery of
their neighbors. The exploratory data analysis of two Twitter rumor datasets about Obama and Palin supports this
3

Mason: http://cs.gmu.edu/~eclab/projects/mason/
Standard deviations are also provided in the extended experiments [1].
4
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hypothesis. Concretely, most of the users information comes
from a single tweet which allows researchers to consider them
rumor endorsers or deniers, making the “recovery” perception unavailable. A novel agent-based rumor spread model
considering the explained hypothesis is introduced in this paper. The proposed model is compared to one of the earliest
agent-based social simulation (ABSS) rumor spread models
for the Twitter case. Experimental results show that the
novel model is able to reduce between 45% and 83% the
distance with the two Twitter datasets studied. Both the
Twitter datasets and the complete experimental data are
available online [1].
Our main future work is the integration of the presented
model with Big Data technologies to: explore how to automatically model Twitter users; compare these models with
historic and online data generated by these users; to adjust
the model parameters with the online data generated; and
to suggest actions for maximizing or minimizing the information spread.
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